
Directions to Penlan Huella, from St Malo Ferry Terminal 
 

 Drive out of the terminal area and on to first roundabout 

 Take the second exit onto Quai de Trichet (“Toute Directions” - green sign) 

  At the next roundabout, take the 4th exit onto Quai du Val 

 At the next roundabout, take the 1st exit onto Boulevard des Talards Continue taking “Toute 
Directions” 

  At Rond-Point du Mouchoir Vert, take the 4th exit onto Rue de la Balue / D201 

 Continue to follow Rue de la Balue 

 Continue onto Rue du Général Patton 

 Go through 1 roundabout 

 At the next roundabout, take the 3rd exit onto Rue du Général Patton / N137 

 Continue to follow N137 direction Rennes 

 After approx 10.4km (6.5 miles) on N137 

 Exit  onto  N176 for Dinan / Saint-Brieuc / Vannes / Plouër-sur-Rance  

 Stay on the N176(E401) until you join the N12 after 44kms (27.3 miles) following the signs for Brest 
and St Brieuc (Big Green Sign) 

 After 144kms (89 miles) exit the N12 just after Morlaix for Quimper and Lorient on the D785 

 Continue through Pleyber Christ  

 Travel through Plouneour Menez 

 Continue towards Quimper and Lorient and Brasparts 

 You will be driving up and over the Monts D‟Arree area – you will drive down around the catchment 
area for the St Michel Reservoir which should be visible to the left  

 At Brasparts, take the right hand turn at the village square heading for Loperec 

 Very soon, take another right hand turn at the church  

 Travel down the hill and out of the village (on D21) 

 After about 10kms (6.4 miles) you will cross over a small bridge down in a dip with priority signs  

 Pass the sign on the right to Valee du Rivoal 

 Take left turn after half approx 1km to Loperec  D121 it is on a right hand bend 

 Take first left about 200 metres (Yds) –  see a small dark blue sign for „carriere lagadec‟ (quarry) 

 Pass the quarry on the left and continue approx 1.6kms(1 mile) 

 At the crossroads, go straight on (at large white local signpost shows names of local farms / 
properties. You will see Penlan Huella marked at the top left of the signpost. 

 After approx 1.6kms(1 mile) go past a white house with white gates, set back on the right hand side 
of the road, (be aware that Sat Navs will sometimes direct you to this house.  

 After 50 meters (yds), take first drive on left signed to our property Penlan Huella (Upper Penlan). A 
wheelie bin is at the end of our drive which is approx 200m (yds) long - you can only just see the back 
of our house from the road 

 Make sure you take the drive sign-posted to „Penlan Huella‟ NOT „Penlan‟ 

 Pull in to our courtyard in front of our house (with blue shutters). We will take you to your Gite. 
 
If you want to break the Journey up then Guingamp between St Brieuc and Morlaix just off the N12 is a 
beautiful little town with bars and restaurants 

 
Our numbers are: 
 
Home: 0033 (0) 2 98 81 12 49 
Mobile: 0033 (0) 6 04 45 87 61 


